Inhibition of Hydrogen Absorption in Pd by the Formation of a Pd-Ru Surface Alloy

A.L. CABRERA, P. FERRARI, S. ROJAS, DONOVAN E. DIAZ-DROGUETT, E. RAMOS-MOORE, Pontificia Universidad Catolica de Chile, Departamento de Fisica, LABORATORIO CIENCIA DE MATERIALES TEAM — Hydrogen absorption by palladium has been studied for decades due to the significant importance in a number of applications like production and storage of hydrogen and hydrogen sensors. Alloying Pd with just a 4% of Ru drastically reduces the absorption properties of the Pd. The fcc crystal structure is preserved but the lattice constant is reduced slightly. In order to understand this phenomenon, we used three samples: a Pd foil, a Pd-Ru(4%) alloy foil, and a Pd foil with a Pd-Ru surface alloy. The surface alloy was made evaporating 8 nm of Ru using an e-beam evaporation technique on top of Pd, followed with a heating the sample up to 700 °C in a high vacuum system. We studied the changes in absorption properties of these samples using Thermal Program Desorption (TPD), resistance changes and grazing incidence X-ray Diffraction (GID).
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